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Meetings - a place for networking and capacity building

about 30 meetings
• CropM International Conf., Oslo
• Mid-term Conference in Sassari
• LiveM International Symposium, Bilbao
• TradeM International Conference, Oslo
• WP meetings, country meetings
• Courses for PhDs

Martin Köchy — MACSUR management and coordination, Thünen Institute
Exploration of means of communication

• video conferences
  — skype, google, Adobe, go2meeting
• e-mail
• newsgroups/forums
• facebook, twitter
• telephone conferences
• collaborative editing

Collective output year 1+2

300 presentations at meetings
200 publications and reports
30 interactions media, stakeholders
20 new projects initiated
14 theses (mostly PhD level)
visits of scientist
Mem. of Underst. with AgMIP,
contributions, information exch., workshops, data
Preparations for MACSUR2

“Knowledge Hub” is a new concept — no beaten paths
First considerations started one year ago
Coordination and interaction with
71 partners in MACSUR ⇔ FACCE JPI ⇔ 18 countries
Roadmap developed in a dialogue with FACCE during spring 2014
Phase-2 call by FACCE 1 October
Submission 2 December (?)
Revision: February 2015
Recommendation for funding: March 2015

Poll on XC activities

- http://limesurvey.macsur.eu/
- This poll will close on 30 September

Experience of MACSUR1